CTG RELEASES OPEN GOVERNMENT PUBLIC VALUE ASSESSEMENT TOOL

CTG has released a new tool for government leaders: the Open Government Portfolio Public Value Assessment Tool (PVAT). The tool comes as the Obama Administration celebrates the one-year anniversary of federal agency open government plans. PVAT offers government leaders an approach to making better informed decisions about their open government investments by providing a structured way for governments to assess the public value of each of their initiatives.


Link to Tool >> http://www.ctg.albany.edu/publications/online/pvat/

CTG HOSTED OPEN GOVERNMENT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP

April 27-28, 2011 | Albany, NY

CTG partnered with the Tetherless World Constellation (TWC) at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, the Institute for Information Law and Policy at New York University, and Civic Commons to host a two-day workshop exploring research and development questions of how open government and the use of government data can be implemented in ways that improve the lives of everyday citizens.


UNU-IIST ELECTRONIC GOVERNANCE PROGRAMME ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR POSTDOCTORAL AND PROFESSIONAL POSITIONS

CTG colleagues at the United Nations University International Institute for Software Technology (UNU-IIST) are accepting applications for the following postdoctoral and professional vacancies in the UNU-IIST Electronic Governance Programme:

1. Postdoctoral Fellow in Sustainable Development and EGOV
2. Postdoctoral Fellow in Public Administration and EGOV
3. Postdoctoral Fellow in Information Systems and EGOV
4. Data Analyst
5. Editor

The announcements are available at:

http://unu.edu/administration/hr/teaching-and-research/postdoctoral-fellows-3-positions
http://unu.edu/administration/hr/employment/data-analyst
http://unu.edu/administration/hr/employment/editor